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Anti-smuggling administrative enforcement discretion, is a power authorized by
laws and regulations, which makes the anti-smuggling department can judge
behavior conditions, choose actions and freely make administrative decisions by
itself, based on laws and administrative purposes and spirit, in investigating and
dealing with illegal activities such as smuggling and violation. That means, the
anti-smuggling department has the right to choose how to dispose when laws,
regulations and rules are not clearly defined, or in the range and scope of the laws
and regulations. Discretion makes the anti-smuggling department, as a street-level
bureaucrat, can make legal reasonable and swift choice and judgment based on
specific situation in investigating and dealing with illegal activities. It plays a
positive role in making up for the limitations of customs laws and regulations,
maximizing the balance between legal principles and rules and ensuring the
administrative efficiency of import and export management. Therefore,
anti-smuggling administrative enforcement discretion is an important part of
customs administrative power, an essential authority to improve the efficiency of
customs administration, and a response to modern administration’s certain claim.
My research’s premise is the legitimacy of anti-smuggling administrative
enforcement discretion. Analyzing by the theory of street bureaucrats, it suggests that
the anti-smuggling administrative enforcement discretion would be easier to be
unreasonably used than any other kind of power because of subjective and objective
reasons， such as, power itself is mandatory, expansionary and profitable, customs
legal system is not perfect, the subject of law enforcement is easy to be influenced by
itself and the outside world, lack of effective supervision mechanism and so on.
Once the alienation happened, the fair trade environment would be destroyed, public
power would be privatized, the credibility and authority of customs would drop,














The paper takes Shenzhen customs as a research object. It accesses the practice
of anti-smuggling administrative enforcement discretion and the way and effect of
regulation, analyzes the defects of the existing regulatory measures. The research
methods include sampling survey, case analysis, personal interview, questionnaire
survey and other methods. Combining theory with practice, five problems exist as
below: easy to fall into the trap of the system; weak supervision; low degree of
scientific and technological application; the absence of ethical regulation of the
administrative enforcement subject, difficult to cure rent-seeking efficiency. The
paper focuses on post control, discusses corresponding solutions, and finds the path
to perfect the anti-smuggling administrative discretion: improving the legal
regulation, enriching the supervision measures, the upgrading of the case handling
system, strengthening the ethical regulation, and optimizing the law enforcement
environment.
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